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Abstract:- All the researches and producing business
square measure focusing and showing towards rising the
responsible of the merchandise or circuits with low price.
This paper presents affective mobile automaton that has
lush options. This proposed work is Wall Following Robot
in WEBOTS. This paper presents the design of an
autonomous robot as a basic development of an
intelligent E-puck mobile robot for air duct or corridor
cleaning and surveillance. This mobile robot is used
indoors as well as industries for the above purposes. Epuck
consists
of
position
sensor;
infra-red
sensors(proximity); light measurements; camera for
surveillance; Bluetooth communication and front LED
lights. The purpose of selecting this robot because it has
elegant design, flexible, user friendly and easily
affordable. Latest E-puck is released named as e-puck2
which has more reliability has many incorporated
features like a powerful micro- controller and a Wi-Fi
chip built in it which is used for different purposes.

move freely everywhere has a resolution of 640*480&52x39
pixels, as typically the most extreme rectangular picture
with a 4:3 proportion which can be gotten from the farther
control interface with the real robot. The e-puck orientation
has a different feature like the forward direction is given by
the negative z- axis.

Keywords:- Locomotion , Adhesive Force , E-Puck , Mobile
Robot.
I.

Fig. 1. Work Flow

INTRODUCTION

The E-puck is a robot in miniature form. E-hardware
puck's and software are both open source, allowing for lowlevel access to any electronic device and infinite extension
possibilities. The model includes support for differential
wheel motors, infrared proximity and light sensors, an
accelerometer, a gyro, a camera, eight surrounding LEDs,
and body and front LEDs. Extension of Bluetooth contact
and Ground Sensors. For fast programming, simulation and
farther control of the (physical) robot, E-puck is integrated
with the Webots simulation software. On a tabletop next to a
computer, it is compact and easy to set up. It does not require
any wires, offering optimum comfort for working. Coming to
its requirements The e-puck has dsPIC 30F614A @60MHz
Microchip specifications and 2 phase motors with 20 steps
per revolution and a reduction gear. In the X, Y, and Z axes,
the E-puck has a 3D accelerometer. This mobile robot is
programmed in C using the GNU GCC compiler framework.
Coming to its simulation webots makes it easier for e-puck to
programme with an efficient simulation, remote control and
cross-compilation system. Camera of e-puck which is used
for surveillance purpose and work monitoring and it can
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II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

The Webots hubs and APIs are open particulars which
can be unreservedly reused without approval from
Cyberbotics. The Webots API can be openly ported and
adjusted to work on any mechanical technology stage
utilizing the controller as well as the cross-assemblage
systems. Cyberbotics offers backing to help designers
executing the Webots API on genuine robots. This
advantages to the mechanical technology local area by
improving interoperability between various mechanical
technology applications. This, thusly, gives us novel
methodologies for the plan and control of reception
apparatus based versatile robots[1]. Locomotion control of a
hexapod robot mostly comprises of organizing its strolling
steps and controlling the swing point of every leg. For feed
forward strolling, the mount stride act is generally utilized
on the grounds that it gives stand security and a quicker
strolling speed [2]. Rather than wheeled robots, this mount
strength empowers hexapod robots to stroll on lopsided
territory or in scenes dispersed with little deterrents [3].
There are a few reasons why self-governing versatile robots
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should have the option to follow dividers, or in a more broad
sense, to follow the forms of an item. This depends,
obviously, on the sort of portable robot and its application.
Robots working in an obscure, unstructured climate
(typically outside) utilize their sensors to see the
environmental factors and (re)plan their movements or
directions as needs be [4]. Applying fluffy rationale control
to plan portable robot regulator has become a mainstream
and helpful strategy in versatile robot responsive route and
control Fuzzy rationale hypothesis has been generally
applied to the plan of regulator due to the accompanying
reasons: 1) Control rules are more adaptable and
straightforward; 2) The regulator can copy the human
dynamic; 3) It needn't bother with a definite or exact physical
or numerical model of the plant got from first standards, and
in this way can work on the control configuration interaction
of obscure complex framework [5].
III.

that empowers the client to make 3D virtual universes with
material science properties like mass, joints, grinding
coefficients, etc. The client can include straightforward
detached objects or dynamic objects called portable robots.
These robots can have distinctive motion plans (wheeled
robots, legged robots, or flying robots). Additionally, they
will be prepared with assortment of sensor and actuator
gadgets, like remove sensors, drive wheels, cameras,
engines, touch sensors, emitters, recipients, etc. At last, the
client can program each robot independently to show the
desired behavior. Webots contains an curiously large
number of robot models and controller program examples
to assist clients begin. Webots too contains assortment of
interfacing to genuine portable robots, so once your
reenacted robot carries on for beyond any doubt, you will be
able to exchange its control program to a genuine robot like
e- puck, DARwIn-OP, Nao, etc. Including unused
interfacing is attainable through the related framework.

PROPOSED WORK

Fig. 2. System environment

Fig. 3. Front view of E-PUCK

Webots is an open-source three-dimensional portable
robot test system. It was initially created as a look device to
inquire about different control calculations in versatile
mechanical technology. Since December 2018, Webots is
discharged as an open source program beneath the Apache
2.0 permit. This client direct will get you begun utilizing
Webots. In any case, if it's not too much trouble note the
peruser is anticipated to possess a negligible information in
versatile mechanical autonomy, in C, C++, Java, Python or
MATLAB programming, and in VRML97 (Virtual Reality
Modeling Language).However, since Webots is ordinarily
advancing, counting modern content or changing existing
wording, these interpretations might not continuously be
total or precise. Webots are exceptionally welcome to help
us settle these inadequate or wrong interpretations. It can
indeed give interpretation records for a substitution dialect.
Webots is comparative personality for inquire about and
scholastic ventures related with versatile mechanical
autonomy. Numerous versatile mechanical autonomy
ventures have depended on Webots for years. Webots may
be a proficient portable robot reenactment computer
program bundle. It offers a fast prototyping environment,

A controller might be a bug that controls a robot laid
out in a world record. Controllers will be composed in any
of the programming dialects upheld by Webots: C, C++,
Java, Python or MATLAB. When a recreation begins,
Webots dispatches the specified controllers, each as a
isolated handle, and it partners the controller forms with the
reenacted robots. Note that a few robots can use the
indistinguishable controller code, however a definite handle
are propelled for every robot. Some programming dialects
need to be compiled (C and C++) other dialects must be
translated (Python and MATLAB) and many have to be be
both compiled and translated (Java). as an case, C and C++
controllers are compiled to stage- subordinate twofold
executables(for case ".exe" beneath Windows). Python and
MATLAB controllers are translated by the comparing runtime frameworks (which must be introduced). Java
controller got to be compiled to byte code (".course" records
or ".jolt") at that point deciphered by a Java Virtual
Machine. The source records and double records of each
controller are put away together amid a controller catalog. A
controller registry is set inside the "controllers" subdirectory
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of each Webots venture.header records ought to be included
such
as
webots/accelerometer.h,
webots/camera.h,
webots/distance_sensor.h,
webots/light_sensor.h,
webots/motor.h, webots/position_sensor.h,webots/robot.h.
IV.

ROBOT DESCRIPTION

Fig. 6. BotStudio Overview

Fig. 4. E-PUCK
E-puck may well be a smaller than expected portable
robot initially created at EPFL for educating purposes by the
originators of the effective Khepera robot. The equipment
and computer program of e-puck is completely open source,
giving moo level get to each gadget and advertising
boundless expansion conceivable outcomes.

The straightforward mechanical structure, electronics
design and software of e-puck is an example of a clean and
modern system. E-puck covers a good range of educational
activities, offering many possibilities with its sensors,
processing power and extensions. E-puck is integrated with
Webots simulation software for simple programming,
simulation and device of the (physical) robot. E-puck is
little and simple to setup on a tabletop next to a computer. It
doesn't need any cables, providing optimal working comfort.
E-puck is resilient under student use and is straightforward to
repair.

Fig. 7. Schematic Representation of E-PUCK

Fig. 5. Sensors, LEDs and camera
The model includes support for the differential wheel
motors (encoders are simulated, as position sensors), the
infra-red sensors for proximity and light-weight
measurements, the Accelerometer, the Gyro, the Camera,
the 8 surrounding LEDs, the body and front LEDs, bluetooth
communication (modeled using Emitter / Receiver devices)
and ground sensors extension. The opposite e-puck devices
aren't yet simulated within the current model. robot consist of
ten leds and eight position sensors and with camera.
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The worth tag of e-puck is inviting to school budgets.
The standard demonstrate of the e-puck is given with within
the "E- puck. proto" PROTO record which is found with
within the "WEBOTS_HOME/projects/robots/gctronic/epuck/protos" registry of the Webots dispersion (see
moreover "E- puck DistanceSensor. proto" PROTO file and
"E-puck Ground Sensors. proto" PROTO record); you may
discover total determinations in it. the 2 PROTO areas
ground SensorSlot and turret Opening are included with
within the recreation demonstrate so as to back expansion
modules. especially, the foot sensors module expansion of
the 000 e-puck robot is demonstrated utilizing the "E-puck
Ground Sensors. proto" PROTO in Webots to supply 3
discretionary infra-red sensors indicating to the foot some
time recently of the robot.
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TABLE I
Device

x (m)

y (m)

z (m)

ps0
ps1
ps2
ps3
ps4
ps5
ps6
ps7
camera

0.010
0.025
0.031
0.015
-0.015
-0.031
-0.025
-0.010
0.000

0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.028

-0.030
-0.022
0.00
0.030
0.030
0.00
-0.022
-0.030
-0.030

REFERENCES
Orientati on
(rad)
1.27
0.77
0.00
5.21
4.21
3.14159
2.37
1.87
4.71239

Fig. 8. Schematic Representation of E-PUCK2 The names
of the reenacted gadgets which are to be utilized as an
contention of the wb_robot_get_device work. The
determination of the camera was restricted to 52x39 pixels,
as this may be the most extreme rectangular image with a
4:3 proportion which may be gotten from the inaccessible
interface with the 000 robot.
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Fig. 9. Console
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